There is a CAD data exchange format named SXF (Scadec eXchange Format) in the field of Japanese public works. It was developed by a consortium in 1999 to be based on the ISO10303-202, so that the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism (MLIT) could start accepting e-delivery (e-submission) of CAD drawings. The development of SXF was one of the targets of the CALS/EC (Continuous Acquisition and Lifecycle Support/Electric Commerce) program which MLIT has been promoting since 1999.With most of local governments following the MLIT to accept e-delivery the SXF has become a standard format in public works in Japan. But many problems still remain. For example, many design companies or contractors usually use another CAD in their offices and convert their drawings into the SXF just before e-submission. This paper will introduce the standard of CAD exchange format SXF through the activities of Japanese public works.
INTRODUCTION
The de-jure standard of 2D-CAD format in Japanese public works is called SXF, SCADEC eXchange Format.
(SCADEC stands for Standard of CAD Data Exchange Consortium.). This format was developed by a joint consortium of public and private sectors in 1999, as an esubmission format to the public owners.
The SXF can be regarded as very rare example of such development in the world, as the unique condition in Japan then only made it possible. It was also referred as a good implementation model in STEP (ISO/TC184/SC4) SXF is now mainly used as an output format but it is also used as an intermediary format between CAD applications.
GOVERNMENT POLICY AND CONSORTIUM
In 1995 the Ministry of Construction (now MLIT) of Japan established a meeting board 'Construction CALS/EC Researching Board', which was to authorize the CALS/EC Basic Plan and the Action Programs. The target of this basic plan was to establish an integrated system in which any information obtained at each stage (survey, designing, construction and maintenance) of public works should be digitalized so that every person of each section both in public and private sectors could share and re-use the information (See Figure 1) .
In 2000 the Japanese Cabinet established the basic strategy 'e-Japan plan', and integrated this MLIT basic plan as a part. Then, a large budget was allocated to the IT policy and the SXF was developed thanks to such a big flow.
The e-procurement and e-submission were the main 2 targets of the CALS/EC Basic Plan of MLIT. The SXF was developed in such a context, because a standard CAD format was indispensable to begin e-submit of drawings.
Because there were many (over 30) CAD venders then in Japan, we could not start e-submission of drawings without a standard format. Autodesk, Inc. had a dominant market share in the building architecture field then, but in civil engineering field there were many venders (See Figure 2) .
The figure shows the market shares of CAD in Japanese civil engineering field in those days. Number 1 was a free soft named JW-CAD, at 40％, and the 2 nd was of AutoCAD, at 35%, and other many CAD software programs together occupied 25%.
Generally speaking the definitions of the features among those venders are all different and so one couldn't get an accurate shape in a CAD if written by another application.
The format of CAD differs by application, too.
If we had done nothing in the construction field then, AutoCAD might have conquered the market share indeed.
But many people in the MLIT board thought that it would be good also for the Japanese machine industry if one standard specification would be determined. And it is 
THE REFERENCE OF ISO10303-202
To avoid the infringement to the Treatment for Technical
Barriers to Trade (TBT), MLIT planned the exchange standards to be based on some ISO standards. Because in those days the amount of construction investment in Japan was over $800 billion, there was much argument on TBT as well as some pressure from the US.
We decided the base standard of SXF to be one of STEP (=ISO/TC184/SC4). Prof. Terai recommended AP202, which was developed mainly for cars, for that.
We made the specification of SXF as a subset of ISO10303-202. We spent almost 2 years in STEP conferences until the STEP members agreed that our SXF specification should be a subset of 10303-202. We attended the STEP conference many times to adjust our 
CAD DATA EXCHANGE WITH SXF
After the adjustment of SXF at STEP, MLIT adopted SXF as a formal format of e-submission, and indicated that in its E-submit Guideline of CAD.
The version 1 of SXF was just a prototype at that time. So it was refined into the version 2, which was actually used I now think these activities were accomplished very fast despite many factors concerned, and that it would be impossible to do the same task in present Japan.
The system of e-submission in the CAD exchange format is shown in figure 3 .In order to promote developing CAD software for reading and writing SXF data, several measures have been taken, as described below. In other words, CAD venders will check their own products within their industry. This system continues today.
PRESENT STATUS OF SXF
With such history, the CAD format SXF was adopted as a formal format of MLIT for the e-submission started in
2001.
Many local governments followed MLIT and made their own Guidelines of e-submit. Now, the SXF format is applied to public works of about $20 billion. to Local Government". Under this program, the eprocurement by an e-bidding system and the e-submission by SXF were to be expanded to all local governments by the end of 2010 (Fig 6) . Now, in 2011, this expansion strategy of MLIT seems to have been successful in a sense.
TODAY'S PLOBLEMS
The standardizing task has been completed at last but some practical problems remain.
Although the SXF has prevailed among local governments as above, the format of SXF has not yet to be the de-fact standard in the public projects in Japan. It is not thoroughly used in the field. There are some factors to keep this format from spreading, as below. The site officers in public sectors are inclined to accept the request when the officers don't understand the importance of the SXF format.
Why is the conversion from the original format to the SXF annoying for the contractors?
One reason lies in its checking system requested before the e-submit to all the out-put documents. The checking system is very detailed and severe. If there is a careless mistake in a document, the checking system rejects the document for e-submission. That is also a reason why the contractors don't like to use the SXF format.
Secondly, the significance of the WTO treatment is not well understood now. The importance to keep this rule is very vague now in Japan, because the background conditions have changed since then.
There are 2 types of the SXF format, sfc and p21 from the beginning. The former is lighter but not based on the ISO standard, and the latter is heavier but based on the ISO standard.
MLIT developed a lighter type sfc because p21 type is very heavy for machines, which means it need much time to run in the machines. So people would like to use sfc more than p21. But the sfc type does not meet the WTO treatment indeed, which is a problem.
Yet some local government officers rather support sfc, saying that they never encounter such large projects as subject to the WTO rules hence no need for P21.
We have to discuss this matter again with 10 years' experience.
Thirdly, there is a technical problem also on the side of The SXF format is now widely used in public projects in Japan but it contains many problems actually.
FUTURE CHALLENGES FOR SFX DRAWINGS
We have future challenges, too, for SXF drawings as below.
(1) Re-use of the drawings 10 years have already passed since the e-submission was started in Japan. And there are much data accumulated in the government offices. But this CAD data is not used for the maintenance stage yet. It means that e-submission data is not re-used at all for the maintenance of public facilities, which decreases the value of e-submission.
On the other hand, at the maintenance stage of public works, paper drawings are mainly used even now.
Therefore the master drawings of the facility are not revised concurrently at present. If there is a system to utilize the CAD drawings at the maintenance stage, what we have to do is only to joint the systems together. This problem contains some institutional themes, too.
(2) Combine with GIS data
The value of CAD data seems to be much increased if they are combined with GIS data. This theme was announced as early as 10 years ago. Actually electric power companies and the gas suppliers have already equipped their systems with GIS facilities. But Japanese government has not started doing so yet.
We, construction information engineers interfacing between the construction field and the information technology, have to make efforts on those themes for the future, too.
